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Tourists have been
vis iting the destroyed
city of Pompeii s ince
the 18th century
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The legacy of an
ancient civilisation
is clear in ubiquitous
ruins. The roar
of the lions in the
Coloss eum may have
gone but the glorious
statues (some of
which were hidden
from females in
recent centuries) are
nnchanged
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Pompeii

Located between Naples and Salerno on Italy’s
western coast, Pompeii is, of course, the most famous
ancient city destroyed by the almighty eruption of
Mount Vesuvius in 79AD, which covered the area
with a dense carpet of ash, crushing and suffocating
tens of thousands of people, some of whom were
left as ‘human casts’, appearing to have turned to
stone in an instant.
Part of the thrill of Beard’s first visit was “you could
still go back down a Roman street and not see anyone
from the 20th century there.” This is still possible,
but rising tourist numbers, funding problems
and the closure of some areas of the site have all
contributed to make finding the solitude with which
to take on flights of fantasy more difficult, though
not impossible. “It’s not quite so easy to wander,”
says Beard, “but the basic ‘It’s me and the Romans’
feeling is still there.”
She is, however, worried for the medium-term
future of this ancient city. “I think the chances
that Pompeii over the next ten years will remain
this rather low-key tourist destination are pretty
slim,” she ventures, with more than a hint of
disappointment. “I’d get there now!” It can come
as a surprise to some visitors that the usual tourist
facilities associated with ‘places of interest’ are
almost non-existent at Pompeii, undoubtedly
facilitating the unique atmosphere Mary Beard is so
fond of. Rather than stay in the less-than salubrious
modern town of Pompeii, Beard’s advice is to head
for nearby Naples. ”Go from Naples,” she says, by
train “through the fantastically rich countryside –
intermingled with pretty unpleasant slum dwellings
– direct to the main tourist entry to Pompeii.”
Over three decades after her “flirtation” started,
Pompeii continues to attract and inspire Beard.
Reflecting on the impact the site initially had on
her, she days, “People mention the same thing when
they see it for the first time.” It’s “the cart tracks in
the street, the graffiti on the walls, the brothel.” But
there is an additional, personal element: “I was 18 or
19, and I saw the ancient world in all its complexities,
but its absolute physical realities … It was the time
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when I finally realised that the ancient world was real.
That it wasn’t a figment of scholarly imagination.”
• Mary Beard on Pompeii: Pompeii. The Life of a
Roman Town (Profile Books)

Rome
As a struggling novelist, Lindsey Davis first visited
Italy’s capital, Rome, in 1989 in order to check the
locations for her first novel featuring her now chief
protagonist, Marcus Didius Falco, called The Silver Pigs
and set in 70AD. “There are things you can’t research
from books,” she explains. “The quality of the light,
the way the sunlight bounces off the stonework. You
have to see them for yourself.” After London and Paris,
Rome is easily one of Europe’s most popular destination
hotspots. It is a city that expertly combines its ancient
ruins with first-class restaurants, operas, hotels and
superb museums, such as the National Museum of
Rome, as well as the incomparable Vatican City.
Lindsey Davis’ books are, she says, “set in the streets
amongst the people,” which is a reason why she is not
deterred from visiting the city during its most hectic
summer months. But one of the principle reasons why
Rome appeals so much to her as a writer is that it is not
too difficult to take a short walk and be away from the
most crowded areas. “I love going to, say, the Forum and
walking up to the Palatine, one of my favourite places
because you rise above the noise of the traffic and the
hubbub of the modern world and you can see that you are
in the place where Romulus and Remus may have lived,
if we believed the myth. It’s a wonderful place to visit as a
tourist and just wander around in the peace of the area.”
Part of the inspiration for Davis, therefore, is that by
visiting modern Rome she is able to transport herself
back to Antiquity. This even influences her choice of
hotel, her favourite of which is located at the Forum,
the historic central square of ancient Rome. “It is not
hugely expensive, but … you can have breakfast on
the roof and look over the old Forum. Wonderful!”
she exclaims. But there is also another quality to
Rome, a legacy that harks back to the artisan days of
small workshops producing high-quality local goods,
something easily overlooked when staring at the
wondrous ancient ruins. “If you go down the little
backstreets,” Davis explains, “and you see those square
doorways, within which there is some little industry
going on, furniture making or something like that, I
believe that has not changed since ancient times, and
it’s wonderful for me to see that it’s still happening.”
• Lindsey Davis on Rome: Alexandria (Century)
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“It was the beginning of a 35-year flirtation with
the place, though not quite a love affair,” says
Mary Beard, Britain’s best known classicist. “Like
a husband, it turned out better and worse than I
expected,” she laughs. Beard first visited Pompeii
over three decades ago, and her wonderment at the
place is still palpable as she reminisces on how “The
amazing – almost in-your-face – feeling of going
back to the ancient world was mind-changing.”
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Stonehenge
“Stonehenge,” says archaeologist Mike
Parker Pearson, “is unique … There’s no
stone circle like it in the world.”
The puzzle of Stonehenge has always
revolved around, ‘What is it?’ and ‘How
did it get there?’ The latter question refers
to the fact that some of the stones were
transported in 3000BC from west Wales to
Stonehenge, around 150 miles away. “No
other prehistoric movement of megaliths
comes anywhere close to that distance.”
Stonehenge came to life for Pearson when he met
Colin Ranfrew at Southampton University, “one
of those absolutely inspirational teachers”, he
says. Pearson’s fascination with the place hasn’t
diminished with time, though he says Stonehenge and
the surrounding chalklands are not ‘easy tourism’.
You have to work to enjoy them. “It is somewhere
where you can basically go and lose yourself by
walking up onto these remarkable areas, which we
now know has actually remained as open grassland
since prehistory, in fact since the last ice age.”
• Mike Parker Pearson’s book on Stonehenge is
in preparation.
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Munich
When, in 1972, Ian Kershaw first visited Munich he
was a highly regarded mediaevalist. “It didn’t seem
like a cosmopolitan city. It seemed like the capital of
Upper Bavaria, and that was part of its charm,” he
explains. Such was the impact of his trip that within
a decade he had changed focus and was Britain’s preeminent historian of the Third Reich.
Kershaw moved to Munich to work as a visiting
historian between 1976 and 1977 and remembers
taking his young family to the numerous festivals, the
Christmas markets and to the nearby charismatic oldworld villages and towns. And he readily confesses
that “an important part of my falling in love with
Munich was my falling in love with the beer halls,” of
which there are dozens.
Though tradition is still very much part of the city,
modern Munich is home to a number of worldclass museums and galleries, has great transport
infrastructure and is the centre of Germany’s media

Volgograd

industry. Kershaw’s “sense of inspiration” he derived
from the city in the 1970s is undiminished, and
though nowadays “there is less that is distinctive
about Munich,” he says “it is still a very distinct place,
with its own unique atmosphere and character.”
• Ian Kershaw on Munich: See Hitler, 1889-1936:
Hubris ( Penguin)

volgograd
“In order to write a worthwhile book about the Second
World War, you really have to go to Stalingrad and see
the actual ground for yourself,” says historian Andrew
Roberts. “This was a really important journey for me.”
Roberts was visiting what is now known as Volgograd,
the Russian city on the river Volga that was almost
totally destroyed during the war. German defeat there
turned the war decisively in the favour of the Allies.
Roberts’ trip was one of the increasingly popular
tours to war sites around Europe, and he wasn’t
disappointed. “I was bowled over in every way,” he
says. Some of the city “was saved by the Soviets after
the war as a memorial of this incredible struggle. So,
there are bullet holes, and some memorials, which
are truly breathtaking. The Russians know how to do
memorials in a way that I’ve never seen elsewhere.”
• Andrew Roberts on Stalingrad: see his forthcoming
The Storm of War (Penguin)
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The Appalachian
Mountains are
superb for hiking
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In the 1780s, Thomas Jefferson, one of the authors of America’s
Declaration of Independence and future president, made a visit to
see a number of landscape gardens in England. Jefferson wrote that
“gardening in that country is the article in which it surpasses all
the earth.” Jefferson’s idea was to recreate a typical English garden
back at his Monticello country estate in Charlottesville, Virginia.
The irony is that many of the plants and trees found in the best
English gardens originated from the very area where Jefferson
wanted to build his own homage to English horticulture.
Author Andrea Wulf has recently done a lot of hiking in this area “to
follow in John Bartram’s footsteps”. Bartram was an 18th-century
American farmer and is one of the main actors in Wulf’s botanical
history. “He was put in contact with a London cloth merchant
called Peter Collinson by Benjamin Franklin,” she explains. “Peter
Collinson was an obsessive plant collector in England, and he and
his fellow gardening friends sent John Bartram out to go plant
hunting for them. It is the most important horticultural friendship
of the 18th century because ... John Bartram sent hundreds of
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seed boxes over to England and single-handedly changed the
entire English landscape garden, creating a garden revolution.”
Frequently in the US researching her new book about Thomas
Jefferson and George Washington, Wulf says she stays in the
“foothills of Monticello”, perfect hiking country. Indeed, the
Appalachian National Scenic Trail is a 3,500km path from Maine
to Georgia, and the area’s stunning beauty has hardly altered in
the proceeding 200 years since Collinson co-opted Bartram into
sending him seeds for such things as Red Cedar Berries, several
species of oak, Eastern Hemlock and American sycamore. Wulf’s
motivation for visiting the area, therefore, was to experience the
wonder of the flora just where and just as Bartram had himself
seen it. She was overwhelmed by what she saw. “To walk through
a forest and see the rhododendrons and the mountain laurels is an
extraordinary thing to see … It just gets me every time I’m there.”
• Andrea Wulf on the Appalachian Mountains: The Brother
Gardeners (Windmill)
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Like much of urban China,
Chengdu is changing rapidly.
Jung Chang, however, is concerned
that the country is los ing
important aspects of its heritage,
though the typically spicy
Sichuan food has become popular
in many European restaurants

Chengdu
In 1988, ten years after she left China, Jung Chang’s mother
arrived to visit her in London. “My mother stayed for six months
and talked almost every day. By the time she left, she had left me
almost 60 hours of tape recording. When I was listening to her, I
thought: ‘I have to write this down.’” The result was Wild Swans.
Not only did it tell the story of Jung Chang’s family, but it also
provided a contemporary picture of Chengdu, today a city of 4.5
million, with a history stretching back millennia.
Chengdu is the capital of Sichuan Province, central China, and it
is one of the country’s major trade centres. Jung Chang visits at
least once a year to see her family and to absorb the culture of her
home city, particularly Chinese tea houses, forbidden for a time
until the early 1980s. “A typical setting would be people sitting in
a tea house under a huge tree.” She thinks deeply and conjures
up a vivid image from her childhood: “In this case, it is a Chinese
scholar tree house, which in the summer has this cluster of white
flowers, like grapes … And under this huge tree you usually have
low wooden tables and bamboo arm chairs. The teacups are of a

special kind with a saucer and a lid, and the waiter pours the tea
from two feet [0.6 m] away with a kettle with a long spout and
the liquid pours in with pin-point accuracy to the rim. As a child
I was mesmerised by this.”
In the vicinity is the “oldest irrigation system in Chinese history
… the Dou Jiang Yan”, Buddhist temples and the Rent Collection
Courtyard, a stylised version of which was created in 2008 for
New York’s Guggenheim. And there’s “the Chengdu Plains,
cradled by very high mountains, the Himalayas to the west,”
she says. “My memory of it is in spring time, you have wheat,
beautifully green, and rape seeds, from which you produce
vegetable oil. Rape seed is a golden colour. So, the Chengdu Plain
is a beautiful kind of a brocade of green and yellow, and pink
because there are a lot of peach flowers. And bamboo groves
dotted on the plain, and each grove is like a little community
of a few peasant houses … It is a picture of immense charm.”
• Jung Chang on Chengdu: Wild Swans (Harper Perennial)
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M y new
friend

Nicholas Shakespeare is
inspired by much more
than Tasmania‘s coast

Manchester

Tasmania

“It was at the centre of the commercial nexus behind empire,”
says historian and writer Tristram Hunt. “Raw cotton from
the plantations of the American South would come into the
Liverpool docks and then be taken along the train tracks to
Manchester, and then processed into cotton goods, which
would then be taken back out from the Liverpool docks
down to Cape Colony, to India, to Australia, to Hong
Kong.” These were the dynamic decades of the early 19th
century, when Manchester was central in helping turn a
largely agricultural world into a much more industrial one,
the period entitled the Industrial Revolution.

A conversation with author Nicholas Shakespeare is akin to
going on a world tour, intermingled with great stories. “I grew
up as the son of a diplomat,” he explains, “in lots of different
countries around the world: Cambodia, France and Singapore
and Argentina and Peru and Brazil … I felt pretty much that it
would take a lot to impress me. And I was knocked sideways
by Tasmania. The light was extraordinary … you had the
illusion that you could see for ever.”

“If you read the newspapers and the journals of the
time,” says Hunt, Manchester business people “knew
what was going on at the New York Stock Exchange, the
Berlin markets, the Bombay markets, what was going
on with wool prices in Australia. This was reflected in
the extraordinary cosmopolitanism of Manchester: Jews,
Armenians, Germans … Manchester regarded itself as very
much the centre of the world.”
Though the city experienced a difficult period in adjusting to
a post-industrial Britain, it has recently experienced “a slow
reawakening”, perhaps best reflected in the highly regarded
Manchester City Art Gallery, though the city is most well
known as the home to Manchester United Football Club.
For Hunt, however, the industrial legacy speaks for
itself: “The civilisation that grew up in the northwest
of Britain … was in the historic sense as important as
the Renaissance or the Roman Empire or the Baroque.”
• Tristram Hunt on Manchester: The Frock-Coated
Communist: The Revolutionary Life of Friedrich Engels
(Allen Lane)
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Superficially, it is easy to see why Shakespeare chose beautiful
Tasmania. But there is a lot more to it than that. Soon after
visiting the island in 1999, he bought a house there. In typical
Shakespeare style, he had walked directly into his family’s
unknown history. A British relative “inherited the equivalent
of EUR10 million aged 16, in 1786”, spent it, left for the French
Revolution, “where he becomes a republican and then heads
off for America, where he meets George Washington,” ends
up in Tasmania and is soon in trouble for supplying alcohol to
convicts and stealing their money.
Shakespeare’s life in Tasmania has been shaped by a host of
similar discoveries, such as finding out he is related to two
elderly sisters, who have only ever left their farm once to go
“17 miles to buy a pair of shoes.” Tasmania provides a sense
of “belonging” he says: “The east coast reminded me of the
Caribbean, with the white beaches and turquoise seas. The
centre reminded me of Wiltshire in England, with Georgianbuilt houses and convict-built churches and trout rivers. And
the west coast has this kind of rainforest and glacier valleys,
where no one lives, and it’s untouched. It’s like Eden.”
• Nicholas Shakespeare on
Tasmania: Secrets of the Sea
(Vintage)
Paul Wheatley
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